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It might seem naive to exhibit works about landscape in a neighborhood where the
little flora we have are constructed around human activity and commercial interests.
But confining structures can also remind us of our need for freedom from them. The
artists in this show approach nature as a site of and catalyst for transformation; as a
place, much like an artist’s studio, for exercising the perceptive capacity, for
stimulating the imagination, or for confronting and orienting oneself within the
otherness of the world.
More than representing nature, these works find common ground in their expressions
of transience, whether as a phenomenon of how we move through space today or of
the time we give to looking. Spontaneous brush work, internally rotating forms or a
strong directional thrust suggest the urgency and ephemerality of perception among
many of the paintings. Abstracted images suggestive of organic matter and outdoor
scenes — such as those of Jill Brandwein — hint at the transfiguration of life into art.
Two of Jill's paintings portray instants of light and color structured into a meaningful
surface through selective design. They bring to my mind the writings of Symbolist
artists at the turn of the 20th century, who advocated “decorative” surface patterning
for its expression of truths deeper than those accessible through illusionistic
representation.
In a note scrawled on a page of thumbnail landscape sketches, Hank Ehrenfried
speculates the “emotional rigor” of such an act of bringing the depth of what we see
inward—to the surface of our eyes as to the surface of the paper or canvas. In the
large painting of his titled “To your back is your home to your front is your
fullness,” he interplays angles suggesting depth with surface-level wedges of color and
energetic strokes which sprout, quiver and mask the canvas at once. This all-at-onceness similarly defines a painting, cheekily titled “Sorry That Pie Belongs to the
Shepherd,” by Melbourne-based artist Oscar Perry, in which ostensibly organic
matter swims on a sumptuous surface.
Some pieces recall the speed of viewing land by a moving vehicle; a few represent this
modern mode of viewership outright. A text print by Rowan McNaught aligns the
movement of driving with the movement between inner and outer realities.
Admittedly I’ve been skeptical of texts-as-images, but this work’s unity of form and
content, as well the visual idiosyncrasies of the text itself, transcended my hang-ups.
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Conveying the movement of driving via the movement of language, the image
moves from a literal description of “topographical skin of the towns” to the
figurative: “the trees and fruit in the orchards came together like magnetic clasps.”
Such a flight between the actual and the imagined is thematized in the poem from
which I selected the exhibition title. I had scrawled in the back of my Wallace
Stevens anthology: “tell me again of the point at which the flight began.” Pawing
through the book for inspiration, I soon placed it in “Some Friends from
Pascagoula.” In the poem, a speaker asks some local characters to give him “noble”
descriptions of an eagle descending from the morning sky. Dwelling upon the
images of the bird in flight, figuratively speaking, Wallace holds the bird in mid-air.
The line “tell me again of the point/at which the flight began” is delightful in its
absurdity. The flight of a bird begins at take off, yet its motion could hardly be
reduced to a point. To locate “the point at which the flight began” means instead to
call forth the powers of the imagination.
The works I selected for this exhibition do that. Thinking about flight, I go to Ben
Haggard’s colorful, energetic pastel paintings, which he completed from life, “en
plein air” near Mexico City. One of them, marked by a light yellow circle placed
almost at center, is structured through an interplay of clipped darker strokes
against a fabric of interwoven colors. Four diagonal cobalt blue strokes in the top
half of the canvas, just left of center - two long, two short - contribute to a sense of
recession within the pale blue scribbles of sky. In their placement on the surface
they also convey the energy of the artist’s touch, bridging the perceived sensation
at its origins and the constructed fiction on the canvas.
None of the works in the show are devoid of the human presence, yet only a few
depict the human figure outright. One photo, by Kristyn McKinney, shows a
young man draping his body over a haystack, face down, enrapt in contemplation.
This sort of attentive surrender underscores the activity of seeing and responding
that is evinced in this show’s iterations of motion and state change. Nature, like art,
can take us there.

— Kate Butler, September 2018
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Participating Artists
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Composer and improviser Bryan Noll loves making music with synthesizers.
As Lightbath, the synthesist plants musical seeds and guides their growth as they
blossom into the present moment. Listen and watch at lightbath.com
Jill Brandwein is a New York-based multimedia artist working in painting,
printmaking, photography, and sculpture. Her work explores questions about identity
and space. Brandwein received a B.F.A. from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
in 2012 and an M.F.A. from Pratt Institute in 2018.
jillbrandwein.com
Kristyn McKinney received her MFA from Pratt Institute and her BFA from Spelman
College. Her practice encompasses 2-D collage, sculpture, photography, video, and
text. She juxtaposes minimalist elements of line, shape, color, and framing to address
formal abstractions of figure rendering and identity.
kristynjmckinney.com
Rowan McNaught is an artist currently undertaking a PhD in Fine Art at the
University of Melbourne, Australia. His research involves the online production of an
herbal codex, as if to address the pathologies of the Internet.
tlsc.co/Rowan
Oscar Perry is an artist based in Melbourne, Australia whose energetic studio practice
focuses primarily on abstract painting.
tlsc.co/oscar
John Bartley is an Australian artist who lives and works in Melbourne. He uses
various media such as sound, image and sculptural elements to explore human
perception of the physical world.
sbaranq.com
Madeline Rupard is a painter exploring the emotional content of narrative. Through
personal observation and the slow, meticulous build-up of a fictional world, she looks
for connections between the violent and peaceful, the old world and the new, the
miraculous and the mundane. She is pursuing an MFA at the Pratt Institute.
madelinerupard.com
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Hank Ehrenfried is an artist from New Jersey, currently residing in Brooklyn, NY
where he is pursuing a MFA at the Pratt Institute. His works deals in the application
of queerness as a slantwise position to the points where histories of painting and
personal and family histories converge.
hankehrenfried.com
Maureen Anderson is a painter and writer who finds inspiration in the honesty of
nature. After studying painting at MassArt in Boston and the Marchutz School in
Aix-en-Provence, France she now lives outside Yellowstone National Park and
continues to study her relationship to life and nature through horsemanship.
m-andersonart.com
Ben Haggard originally studied painting at the Marchutz School in southern France
and currently divides his time between Santa Fe, NM and Berlin, Germany. His
work seeks to render visual phenomena in a way that points to how the world is
continuously coming into and passing out of being.
benhaggardstudio.tumblr.com
Kate Butler is an artist interested in engaging the public with art through projects in
curation, education and writing. She studied painting at the Marchutz School and
earned her MFA from The Pratt Institute where she is now pursuing and MA in Art
History. As a painter, sculptor and filmmaker, she represents liminal spaces,
navigating the flux between nature and the imagination, being and non-being,
internal and external space. katembutler.com
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Selected Works
Some of these works are for sale.
Contact Kate Butler for a price list.
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Rowan McNaught, Bus, digital print, 15 x 18 in (with frame), 2017
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Hank Ehrenfried, To your back is your home, to your front is
your fullness, oil on canvas, 36 x 60 in., 2016
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Hank Ehrenfried, Untitled, each 4.5 x 8 in., 2018
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John Bartley, Flushing Ave.
Site-Specific Ambient Music Commission,
5 minutes and 48 Seconds, 2018
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Kristyn McKinney, Boy Bent Over Bale, digital print, 16x24 in., 2017
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Oscar Perry, Sorry That Pie was for the Shepherd, oil on canvas, 24 x 30 in., 2012
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Jill Brandwein, Slow Down Pink Stripes (Japanese/Italian
Hybrid II), oil on paper, 7 x 10 in. 2018
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Signs of Spring, oil on paper, 7 x 10 in. 2017
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Madeline Rupard, Pennsylvania, oil on panel, 9 x11 in., 2017
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Madeline Rupard, Petsmart Goldfish,
gouache on panel, 5x 7 in., 2018
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Jill Brandwein, Losing Language River, photo transfer on panel,
16 x 20 in, 2018
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Ben Haggard, Manilalco I, oil on canvas, 24 x 32 in., 2016
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Ben Haggard, Maninalco II, oil on canvas, 24 x 32 in., 2016
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Ben Haggard, Manilalco III, oil on canvas, 24 x 32 in., 2016
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Maureen Anderson, Goldfish,
oil on canvas, 10 x 10 in., 2016
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Maureen Anderson, Cape Cod, oil on canvas, 18 x 24 in., 2016
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Madeline Rupard, Magic Hour Altarpiece, gouache on panel, 8 x 10 in.
and 6 x 6 in., 2018
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Selected Poems
by
Maureen Anderson
Miles Hewitt
Oscar Perry
Hank Ehrenfried
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Storm Coming from the West in the Evening
the light is fading
in front of the pink
faded velvet
princess-dress sky
a grey baby soft cloud
muddied
and muddying the plains
like one of those
big wet
sloppy licks
from the heavens
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The candlelight is magic.
The moon’s earthly daughter sired by the sun
is young and innocent and kind.
The woods creak, some old arthritic trees greeting the wind.
People come and go so quickly
people hit my leaves and run.
The ground feels like refrigerated marshmallows or raw meat
it gives under my feet so slightly
like it doesn’t want to hurt my knees.
It falls apart beneath me as I try desperately to fix the rocks
replace to soil
reconnect the mating bugs.
The candlelight is magic
slowly sipping wax
the wind passes and the flame folds and springs back up
always on its way to death,
dancing, dying,
the epitome of living.

— Maureen Anderson
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[ On first seeing the moon above Laurel Canyon . . . ]
On first seeing the moon above Laurel Canyon on the last night of 2017 I became
someone who sings good to see you again
You might believe me you might look like a stranger to me
The hands never stop they fall to the ground and still go on they inherit me they never
claim me
crooked like the moon
what are you singing when you shine between Nevada and Keats
and my soul and the neon stuffed emoji unicorn my soul
all dark and beloved and all night and wet beneath the fissures of L.A.’s thoughts
interruptions leading always to the red word in its orange circle
thank you for the outline of your vision
I always assume it’s easy and it is
Where are the turning points the telling points
tonight when I see you one of us is in the bar and one of us is upstairs napping and
peonies and poppies surround the road sign
where there is an explanation for everything
the hands running over the alien planet
and the minutes that run the world using lanterns and the house containing the minutes
oh pink oh clear
oh window to both
oh end I ask again who taught you
And thank you again celebrating
each for what they are
I have seen the canyon lynx you were gesturing to
yourself I see
the United States very small
and if the United States is so small I ask what am I then I notice myself painting
the canvas my friend holds
and I have voids and others shine their lights down and will keep on I am the fractal
listening to itself this isn’t really me
paying heed to all the options between your two mists
in this body I’m told I need for now
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[ Daybreak drags its flint against the mountains ]
Daybreak drags its flint against the mountains
I am a leafless lilypad
the watchmen are still waiting
under the tree of apostrophes
even they know they are being phased out
there is just one more layer to strip bare
I already know what I’ll see
now all the people on this bus
are throwing salutes
before they vanish
they’re almost wordless
they’re playing cards with frogs
on floating cherry petals
their limbs drag on time and they drown
I threaten endlessly the mirror-stream
I never drift I paddle the moonlit night
here he is now on his back he listens to
the silver apples
he has taken the mask from the branches
good to see you again
glad you’re making use of the path

— Miles Hewitt
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Tongue 1999
Take me to the Forrest and rub me with nettle.
Slip your tongue into my ear as we rest in shadows
of Mt Provincial
You Slept with stars on your eyelids
Your feet crumbed in Ash and pumice
Crickets turn in as the long grass flattens
I only buy sunscreen for nostalgic reasons
I haven’t been burnt since Duffy’s wedding in Honduras in 95
We walk back the other way and undress at the water's edge
You're talking in tongues. Not religious tongues
tongues from sea and sex and sun
You're laying face down on the car towel
Breathing heavily from the fleecing of the
sharp dark pools
And suddenly everything shifts
This moment of wanton restlessness is extinguished
Your tattoo...I’d forgotten...how could I forget
A broken fence on the lower boundary of your back
Carpe Diem in Neo classical Serif
I don’t want to seize the day anymore.
I don’t want to be told what to do in
ancient tongue
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I don’t think Cicero ever visited the Tattoo Hut in Kuta
I want to board a decommissioned concord and fly back in time
Back to precisely
five minutes ago
The moment the kingfisher swooped down on the Carp
Why didn’t you go for
CARPE NOCTUM ‘seize the night’
Or BRUTEM FULMEN
‘The senseless thunderbolt’
Well I guess your were young and
Trying to locate yourself amongst
Damp Yellowed pages of history
A mis step...a trail of crumbs that mapped the contrived
wrecklessness of the early years....you have the tramp
through the mud
You're lucky you got out when you did.
And I’m lucky I met you
What would my tattoo say?
perhaps
IMPERIO IN IMPERIUM ‘by command into command’
No that’s on the nose
What about VOX NIHILI ‘the voice of nothing’
Yes VOX NIHILI is perfect

— Oscar Perry
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• I am not sure I cared so deeply about the world or the land - that it is both so grand
and indifferent and also so incredibly fragile, that it asks for help all the time, as much
as we do - until I was able to comfortably and happily identify myself as
homosexual
• Why has an even more heightened awareness of myself given me such
a devotion to how beautiful the curvature of the earth is?
• If my perception is the object, then I must be one side of the screen
and the earth must be the other
• How do I discover if I am seeing, experiencing, loving, being
broken by both these things at once?
• There is a complex awareness of my body in relation to the
world when I am able to hold a great piece of it at once - maybe
prior I felt removed when I looked out - to a degree I still might
• But there is the screen, with two sides, seeing one but
knowing its opposite is not far away
• Is there a reason to feel guilty, to envision yourself as
comparable, as an equal inverse to the world? Is it
possible to become that and earn it justly?
• There is so much film that comes to mind:
Akira is the only name I can think of at the moment
• There is immeasurable security that I have found in looking out from a high place there is great agency in such a pursuit
• My grandmother walked and hiked nearly every day until her stroke
• From her backyard, she had a lush view of the hills that
cascade down into San Diego - from her small fortress, she
could look out and see the weather roll over distant mountains

— Hank Ehrenfried
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